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Longitudinal compression oC a tailored-vciocity, intcmc neutralized ion heam hns been demon- 
stmtcd. The compression tnlm plnec in a 1-2 m driit seetion Blled with plam~n to provide space- 
dierge neutduntioo. An induction cell produces a head-to-tnil velocity ramp that longitudinally 
compresses theneutrdized beam, enhancingthe b- peak current hyafndor of 50 audprodudag 
a pulse duration OC about 3 us. This m m e m e n t  hns been confirmed indopmdsntly with two 
darercot diagnostic eystems. 
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The simultaneous l m v e r a e  nnd longihdinal com- 
pression oI an ion heam is reguired t o  achieve the high 
intensities necrssnry to create high energy density matter 
and fusion conditions. A recent driver study for inertial 
fusion, for example, requires that 120 Bi+ beams, each of 
4 0  I d ,  be focused onto the target with small focal mot 
s iaeso frad ius<Zmm,andp~e leo~o i~1Ons[1 ,2 ] .  
Simulatiom showed that these mall spot sizes could be 
achieved with plasma neutralization [3,4]. A scaled ex- 
periment, the Neutralized Banaport Experiment 0 
1541, subsequently demonstrated that an un-neutdized 
beam of several centimeter radius can be compressed 
transversely to  -1 mm radius when charge neutralization 
by bockground plosma electrons is provided, in quantita- 
tive agreement with the shmuIation [9, IO]. 
Longitudinal compression of space-chargedominated 

beams has been studied extensively intheory and simula- 
tions [ll-E]. The compression is initiated by imposing a 
linear head-to-tail velocity tilt to a driitiig beam. Longi- 
tudinal space-&urge forces limit the beam compression 
ratio, the ratio oI the initial to iinmal current, to about 
ten in most applications. An experiment with five fold 
compression has been reported [17]. 

Recent theoretical models and simulations predict that 
muchhighercompressioo ratios (5100) could be achieved 
il beam compression takes place in a neutralized d i f t  
region [18, 191. To erperimentnlly study the effscta of 
plesmaneutralization on beam compression, theNeutrnl- 
ized Drift Compression Experiment (NDCX) was con- 
structed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. 
Fiyre 1 shows a schematic of the NDCX beam line. The 
NDCX experiment uses the same h u t  end as the earlier 
NTX exporimout. It consists oI a 300 keV, 25-milliamp 
Ii+ beam Erom an alumina silicats Eource powered hy a 
Mum generutor. Four pulsed quadrupoles magnets used 
in NTX to control the beam envelope (beam radius and 
convergence angle) are retained for the present exper- 

FIG. 1: Schemntic of tbE NDOX exparimental setup. 

iments on NDCX. To provjde the head-ta-tail velocity 
tilt, aninduction module withvariablewltagewaveronn 
is placed immedintely downstream of the last quadrupole 
mnpet .  This is IoUmved hy a neutralized dri i  section 
which consists of a one -meter-long plasma column pro- 
duced hy an AI cathodic cm: [ZO]. A diagnostic hmc is 
located at the downstream end of the plwarna column 

Thebeampmducedfromthesourcehasa5 paflat-top. 
The inductiontit voltage 'c~rves' out a -300 115 segment 
ofthe flat-top which compresseslongitudinallyas it driits 
through the plasma column. The final compressed beam 
is m e w e d  in the dormetrenm diagnostic box. 

The induction cell consists oi 14 independently-driven 
magnetic cores in a preastnizad gas @Fa) region that is 
separated Erom the vnouum by a conventional high volt- 
age insulator. The rvnveforms applied t o  the 14 coria 
inductively add at the acceleration gap. Each core is 
driveu by a thyratronawitched modulator. Because the 
modulntor for each core can be designed to produce dif- 
ferent waveiorms and can be triggered independently, a 
variety or wavdorms CM bs produced nt the acceleration 
gap using the 14 discrete building bloclw. 
The plasma column is formed hy two pulsed auminum 

cathodic arc sources loceted at the d m s t r e a m  ond. 
Each source is equipped with a 45O open-arcutechm 
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FIG. 2: Arialaluminumplarmndensityiotheplarmacolumo 
measured with a mmhie  prohc 

macroparticle flter providing a Bow of fully ionized alu- 
minum plasma [21]. The two plasma flowswere pointed 
at an angle of 45O towards the  solenoidd c o l q  (- 
IkG, 7.6 cm diameter, and 1 m long). A significnnt hnc- 
tion (>IO%) of the plasma en& the solenoid, md drifts 
practically unattenunted through the entire column (the 
rest 01 the aluminum plasma condenses at the dull and 
thereby rem& from the system). Fig&? 2 shows the 
plowa density m e w e d  with a biased probe within the 
plasma column. In most of the operating regimes, the 
plowa density in at least a factor of 10 higher than thc 
beam deasity. At the upstream end of the columu, we 
have introduced a 'plasma stopper' consisting o f b o  o p  
posing dipoles of w1kG &,.which inhibit the motion of 
plasma upstream into the induction gap and qUadNpOle 
focusing sectiom. A second plasma column consinting of 
a meter-long feuc-dectric plasma source that does not 
require solenoidal con6nemeut has been constructed and 
is undergoing experimental tests. 

A phototube diagnostic [2'4 is used to measure heam 
pulse comprmion with and without nentrtilization hy 
backgound plarma The optical system is bnsed. on a 
Hnmamatsuphototuhewithfa? (mbns) response which 
is coupled to a SDO-M& oscilloscope The heam puke is 
measured by using the phototube to collect the o p t i d  
photon flux horn an alumiuu a i d e  scintillator placed in 
the path 01 the beam. The time response 01 the  scintilln- 
tor is fast enough to mnke measurements on anmosecond 
time scale Small amounts of stray light emitted by the 
plesma over long periods of time (100s of p) can drnin 
the bias charge in the phototube's internal power sup 
ply, and thus spoil the gain ofthe phototube during& 
beam pulse. This hadiground plasma light is hloclced 
hom entering the phototube by an electro-optic gated 
shutter (Displaytech) that opens just before the .beam 
pulse m i w s  a t  thescintillator. The scintillator itself is 
not sensitive to low-energy p l m a  electrons. As a r d t ,  
we have been able to obtain beam pulse compression data 
with minimal interference from the neutralizing plasma 

A second diagnostic, n &cy cup, is used for mea- 
surements of the wment. Tho Faraday cup is speciully 
designed [23] to function in a plasma envkonment and 
to bavo good time resolution. It consists of hole plates 
with hole siz- comparable to the Debye length, in order 

to  prevent plasma horn entering into the cup. The cup 
geometry and external circuitry are optimized to  a?sure 
fast time response (-3115). 

When the tilt voltage waveform in k e d  on, heam 
bunching is observed in the d m t m a m  diagnostic box. 
The degree of bunching, as well as the pulse Ehape, shown 
in Fig. 4, is clearly condated with the voltage wave- 
iorm, shown in Fig. 3. Theory specifies the  ideal voltage 
waveform required to produce an exactly linear ( v e m  
z) velociW rump [lS. 191. The tilt core wavefonn was 
optimized t o  obtain a rather dose approximati00 t o  the 
ideal wavelorm as shown in Fig. 5. For a given volt- 
age waveiorm, the pasition of maximal compression is 
changed as the beam energy is varied. A scan in h e m  
energy d~mo&ates thin hchavior and is shown in Fig. 
6. 
Thus the mnximum compresaion is observed by fine 

tulting the h e m  energ, to match the voltage waveform 
and prccisdy position the longitudinal focul point at the 
diagnostic location. This is shown in Fig. 7. The w 

50 fold compression ratio, [see Fig. T(b)], is ohtnined by 
taking the ratio 01 the  signal with t i t  voltage on (with 
compression) to  the signal with tilt wltage OE (without 
compression) [see Fig. 7(0)]. A dmilarreiiult ismeanred 
with the Faraday cup as shown in Fig. 8. The LSP 



FIG. 5: Expm'rnentdly optimized and ideelinductionmodule 
wltoge wavelorme. 

FIG. 8: Comprestied beam nrnent pulscs using a nominal t i t  
are voltage wnvei~rm as the beam. energy is vncied. 

simulation under these experimental conditions is shown 
i n  Fig. 9. 

Thestrong effects ofneutralizationare evident bycom- 
paring the compression rutin with the plffima tumed on 
and off. Figure 10 shorn that the peak current is sig- 
niEcantly reduced when the plilsma is turned oE. LSP 
simulations under similar conditions show' qualitatively 
similar mult9. 

Opticai i m a b g  has ako been deployed to m w m e  the 
transverse beam size ffi function of time. We are able 

FIG. 7: (a) Mensurements of benm signal us in^ the phototube 
diagnostic Tor neutralized non-compressed, and neutrnllzed 
compressed beams, and (b) compiwion ratio obtained imm 
the measurmente. 
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FIG. S: Neutdeed drin. compriseion meffiurernent usingthe 
Faraday cup. 

FIG. 9 LSP airnulation of neutralized drift mmp-ion OF a 
25 mA IC' benm using an ideal velocity t i t  core wavetam. 

t o  measure the images with a 1 ri6 time resolution. It 
is interesting to observe that the traosverse spot size is 
larger at the  point oImludmal compression, as shown in 
the Figs. ll(a) and lI(h). This feature is due to  time- 
dependent defocuaing effects occurr ing ut the induction 
gap. The theory and simulations of this effect will be 
reported slsewhere. 

Theory predicts that  the nature of beam compr&on 
is strongly dependent on the drift length [IS]. As the 
length is increased, the compression is more sensitive to 
t h e  deigee of neutralization. It is also more sensitive to 
the in&ic lonetudinal temperature of the  ion b e m .  

0 50 

FIG. 10: Experimental data end LSP simulntion of benm 
compreaeion with neutralization (plamasource on) mdwith- 
out neutralization (plasmasource OR). 
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an experimental codrmation would be desirable 
For the above reasons, we have performed additiond 

experiments with the drift length with plnama wtended 
to two meters. We were able t o  recwex the 6O-CoId com- 
pression in the 2-m experiment as shown in Pig. 12. The 
carrespouding LSP simulation is also shown. If the com- 
pressed pulse length b were dominated by the longitu- 
dinal beam temperature TI. t. would be apprmimately 

FIG. 11: 'Itnnsverse {mags of mutalized comprcsscd b-: 
(4) optJcal pr06l8. and (b) beom rndius. Nata that the henm 
rndiue hari mcrooscd at thopomt of mwimw compression. 
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FIG. 12: Cornparlaon of beam compression between -ai- 
ment md LSP simulation for the Zm long plnsma wlumn. 

Finally, if there arc any instabilities, e:g.. two-stream, 
they mny become evident with longer drift lengths. AI- 
though theory predicts two-stream effects to be benign, 

which yield roughly 3 ns lor Tt c l e v ,  where vi, L, 
h1 and Is are the mean longitudinal beam velocity, drift 
length, mass ofionandBoltzmannconstant, respectively. 
On the  basis ofthistwo-meter experiment we conclude 

that: 1) the degree of charge neutralizationis milicient to 
achieve 50 fold longitudinal compresrrian while avaiding 
spnce-charge blow-up of the beam for the  experimental 
codguratian investigated; 2) the intrinsic lougitudinill 
temperature is < lev; and 3) no collective inetabiities 
have been observed. 
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